Benchmark AnalysisOpenTable(App)
What is it:

Usability:

It is the web/app for providing users to choose the restaurants by selecting the different categories, cuisine

Payment function that allows users to pay the bills on the app

preferences, locations, times, special occasions. Map features also helps users to find the location of the

All information are easy to find and see

restaurants and connect to Google maps. Users are convenient to find, explore, reserve and manage

missing the write a review button

restaurants free and instantly in any time and location.

Some descriptive texts are too long and too many
All the functional interaction is very straightforward that users are easy to navigate

Who are the users:

”Browser by Cuisine”does not provide lots of options for users to choose

Users who love to find the perfect place to dine out in daily or for special occasion.

The icons of search filter and map that on the right top are easier help users to search their

Someone who like to explore the popular restaurants in the city or nearby

restaurants faster

Someone who can customized their cuisine preferences for the restaurants

No finding the parking lot function

Someone who can easily manage the reservation of the table in the certain restaurants.

No navigation to go to the restaurant website directly

What are they using:

Visual Design:

Find their favourite restaurants and save it

The main colours are red to keep the consistency, except for the tags buttons are blue, and the

Reserve the table simply and instantly and able to selecting the dates and times

promoted buttons are green, and Join waitlist buttons are dark blue

Search the restaurants by selecting preferences, such as date, time, cuisine, price, and distance, reviews,

Same typeface and good size of the texts to keep the contents are easy to be read by the users,

ratings,etc.

and keep the consistency

Able to look at the menu priority

Most of the contents present the great photos to help users to explore

Manage the reservation easily (easy to cancel or reschedule)

The top banner’s colour is not keeping consistent(B,C)

share with friends through social media and add to calendar

Some grey buttons in the times line showing are trying the keep the consistency, but users may
find it is useless and maybe to remove it? (C)

Information Architecture
Overall clear and clean structure

Content:

 Simple and more intuitive in navigation

Lots of contents but are easily to search and simple and clear layout

Most pages structures and colours are consistently design in fonts, colours, and layouts, but “Browse by

No crazy effects, all the things are very straightforward and easy to understand

Cuisine” page layout is different(A)

Contents are placing in good orders and clear structures

Users are easily read and find the content easily

Some cuisine choice is little, like Asian cuisine just have 1 restaurant(A)

The big search Icon only appears on the home page
Review:
Clean and clear structure to help users to read to content and easy to navigate
Users can easily understand the function and easily understand how to use the app
The “Explore the area” section is not keeping the consistency of the overall design and the black
content box without image will less motivate users to explore(B)
Some descriptive texts are too long and no navigation to the restaurant website(D)
not providing lots of choices
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Benchmark AnalysisZomato(App)
What is it:
It is the web/app for users to discover good restaurants to dine out and provides the food delivery
service.Users also can see the restaurant menus, ratings, photos, reviews to choose their favourite
restaurants. Also the map feature is helpful for users to clearly see the location of the restaurants, and
connected to google map to guide users to the destination.

Usability:
Payment function that allows users to pay the bills on the app
All information are easy to find and see
missing the write a review button
Some descriptive texts are too long and too many
All the functional interaction is very straightforward that users are easy to navigate

Who are the users:
Users who are busy and want to have the food delivery service
Someone who like to explore the different kinds of cuisine from different cultures
Someone who like to find the great restaurants nearby and in different locations
Someone who like to set the personal preference for choosing the categories, price ranges, ratings to
choose the restaurants
Someone who like to use the social media functions to share with friends and write their comments,
upload images about the restaurants
Someone who like to reserve the table through the app

”Browser by Cuisine”does not provide lots of options for users to choose
The icons of search filter and map that on the right top are easier help users to search their
restaurants faster
No finding the parking lot function
No navigation to go to the restaurant website directly
Visual Design:
The main colours are red to keep the consistency, except for the tags buttons are blue, and the
promoted buttons are green, and Join waitlist buttons are dark blue
Same typeface and good size of the texts to keep the contents are easy to be read by the users,

What are they using:
Find their favourite restaurants and save it
Reserve the table simply and instantly and able to selecting the dates and times
Search the restaurants by selecting preferences, such as date, time, cuisine, price, and distance,
reviews, ratings,etc.
Able to look at the menu priority
Manage the reservation easily (easy to cancel or reschedule)
share with friends through social media and add to calendar
Map features to help users to search certain area or nearby places
Search the trending restaurant and better deals recently
Able to provide the food delivery service, takeaway, nightlife

and keep the consistency

Information Architecture
Clear and clean structure, but a little bit too many contents
 Simple and more intuitive in navigation
Texts hierarchy to place the content, which is easier for users to understand and follow
Three icons on the bottoms are helpful and efficient for users to navigate and easier to recognize, and
the layouts of the three features’ pages are different
Lots of functional features for users to choose and navigate, which may distract(A)

Review:

Most of the contents present the great photos to help users to explore
The top banner’s colour is not keeping consistent(B,C)
Some grey buttons in the times line showing are trying the keep the consistency, but users may
find it is useless and maybe to remove it? (C)
Content:
Lots of contents but are easily to search and simple and clear layout
No crazy effects, all the things are very straightforward and easy to understand
Contents are placing in good orders and clear structures
Some cuisine choice is little, like Asian cuisine just have 1 restaurant(A)

Clean and clear structure to help users to read to content and easy to navigate
Users can easily understand the function and easily understand how to use the app
The “Explore the area” section is not keeping the consistency of the overall design and the black
content box without image will less motivate users to explore(B)
Some descriptive texts are too long and no navigation to the restaurant website(D)
not providing lots of choices
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Empathy Map

PACT Analysis

User Flow1
Customize your setting for the restaurant
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User Flow2

Customize your setting for the restaurant
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User Flow

Styletile

CHEF Choice

This is Header
This is Paragraph
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation

BUTTON

BUTTON

Test 1

The preview section
need to change the real
menu, so users can see
the texts diﬀerence on
the menu
Sliding feature is not
easier for some users
to control, it is better
to change to button

It is better to put the
real text here.

Change to the real
restaurant interior
image to see the
lighting diﬀerence.

Better to put a info button
here, some users may not

Final User Scenario
Skip to the next
step

SKIP

SKIP

Choose the Menu text’s
size you like?

LOGO
LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

We are
connecting to
your
account…

Email

Log In

Loading..70%

Sigh Up

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing elit,
sed diam
nonummy nibh

Password

Small

Log In

G

SKIP

BACK

BACK

Continue

Press the increase or
decrease button to setting
the menu text’s size
preference

F

SKIP

BACK

SKIP

Mississauga

Pick your favourite cuisine:
Choose the restaurant
interior lighting you will
like?

Press the
increase or
decrease button
to setting the
restaurant
interior lighting
preference

Smart Spoon
Wheelchair accessible?
No

Yes

Smart Spoon provided?
No

!

Smart spoon is a robotic
aid for people with
tremors. It automatically
oﬀsets 85% unwanted
tremor from the intended
movement of your hand.

Grab Bar feature(wall,
washroom)?
No

Continue

Bakery

Burger

25%oﬀ

Taste Italian

Italian

Cafe

America

Mississauga

We are
preparing your
page…

Sunset
Easygoing eatery
dispensing plates of
Mediterranean cuisine
such as chicken
shawarma.

Grill

Burger
Counter-serve joint
dishes up signature
burgers, creative sides &
beer in sharp, exposedbrick digs.

Asian

Pizza

Mississauga

Comﬁrm

The info button helps users who
want to know more information
about the smart spoon

This is playing
functions for users
who do not want to
read the longer

Mississauga

Yes
Continue

Rating

Classic Italian cooking
served in a warm setting
with a ﬁreplace & walls
lined with wine racks.

Yes
Close

Bright

New

For You

Choose the features you
would like to have?

this is voice
search for users
who want to find
the information

Search page

Wish or
favourite list

If users skip the
onboarding intro
screen for setting
the preferences to
finding their

Final Visual Mockup

Project Link

https://invis.io/92RLDV1VTGP

